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THE POSITIVE 
DR. FOSTER 
Bridgewater -- Dr. Charles W. H. 
Foster, secretary of en-
vironmental affairs in the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts, 
spoke to 200 students and faculty 
at Bridgewater State College 
Wednesda'y evening and t.old 
them "there are a great many 
positive things happening in the 
control of the quality of me in this 
state." 
The environmental chief was 
the guest lecturer of the Depart-
ment of Earth Science. and 
Geology Club at Bridgewater 
State. 
Speaking in a positive tone, Dr. 
Foster cited new legislative in-
terest, groups taking an active 
part in the control of pollution, and 
the increasing concern of the 
private citizen for the en-
vironment as the reasons of his 
optimism. 
"In the last few years .we have. 
witnessed an upsurge in in-
volvement on all fronts, and I 
. believe we are on an exciting 
threshold of a brand new era, an 
era that will be marked by a 
better standard of environmental 
conditions than presently exists." 
Dr. Foster traced the 
development of his own en-
vironmental agency in 
Massachusetts and explained how 
. the process of consolidation still 
continues. 
"It was only a few years ago 
that there were some forty-four 
independent agencies for the 
environment in the Com-
monwealth. Legislative 
reorganization established 
cahinet posts to bring together all 
of the loose ends under one roof, 
and it has helped everybody," he 
said. 
Dr. Foster explained that ten 
cabinet posts were established to 
cl)mbine various agencies under 
central authorities to insure ef-
ficient operations. 
"There are still some agencies, 
like the Massachusetts Fish and 
Game control, will fall into dif-
. ferent . categories under subject 
matter rather than by title, as is 
done at present. 
Dr. Foster had high praise for 
legislative action that has resulted 
in the passage of the National! 
Loan Use Planning Assistance 
Act, which will develop long·-
range planning apparatus to in-
sure that control is set up through 
1fie-'states to insure that land is 
used efficiently. 
"We have to protect our natural 
resources, and with the increasing 
population and building boom it is 
absolutely essential tha tour 
natural resources be used as ef-
fectively and efficiently as 
possible. This bill will saieguard 
our interests in this area," he 
commented. 
The environmental chief also 
made reference to Article 97, the 
MASS PIRG EAST 
The Eastern Massachusett 
Public Interest Research Grou 
(Mass PIRG East) today release~ 
results of a study which it sai( 
documents widespread violation~ 
of the Massachusetts Truth-in-
Lending Act. PIRG Director and 
attorney Ronald E. Bogard 
made the announcement at a 
press conference in Boston this 
morning. 
The survey of 470 banks was 
conducted last month by Mass 
PlUG l~ast and its Amherst-based 
affiliate, the Western 
Masl'iachusetts Public Interest 
Research Group (WMPIRG). 
Their joint report, "Truth-in-
Lending in Massachusetts" 
shoued violations of the law by 
25% of the banks slll'veyed in 
eastern Massachusetts and of 46% 
of banks canvassed in the state's 
four western counties. 
The Commonwealth's first-in-
the-nation Truth-in-Lending Act of 
1966, revised in 1969, requires 
banks to disclose standard in-
formation regarding interest 
rates on loans. 
"Despite the intention of the 
Truth-in-Lending Law," said the 
report, "the average cnsumer 
continues to be frustrated in at-
tempts to compare interest rates 
on loans. And those banks which 
make the extra effort to comply 
with the applicable laws face 
regular discrimination at the 
hands of those banks less 
scrupulous in this regard." 
WMPIRG staff attorney 
Jonathan Z. Souweine, also 
speaking at the conference, said 
that members of the 
. Massachusetts Division of Banks 
and officials of the banks sur-
veyed have been sent copies of the 
study as well as letters urging 
their attention to the matter. 
The groups urged the Division 
of Banks, the state agency prin-
cipally charged with respon-
sibility for enforcing the law, to 
adopt stronger remedial 
measures for violators. They also 
recommended dissemination of 
public information to alert con-
sumers to possible deception by 
banks and suggested legislative 
review to determine the need for 
reforming the current Act. 
The survey was conducted by 
twenty-five students from six 
Massachusetts colleges and 
universities, and by staff mem-
bers of th e two Nader-inspired 
organizations. 
. new constitutional amendment, 
which asserts the rights of all 
Americans to a clean and healthy 
STUDENT PARTICIPATION 
environment. . 
"It is legislation like this, 
coupled with strong public in-
terest, that means we are em-
barking upon a beneficial course 
of action," he stated. 
IN CURRICULUM 
CHANGES PLANNED 
Addressing the many young 
college students in the audience, 
Dr. Foster called upon them to 
pick up the environmental 
challenge of tbe future. 
"There is much to be done, and 
not only in research, but in all 
areas of environmental control. . 
You have an excellent opportunity 
to pursue fruitful careers in this 
area because there will be an 
increasing edmand for engineers, 
teachers, and lawyers who un-
derstand the complexities of. the 
environment and can cope with 
the challenges to come up with 
Viable solutions;" 
A lively question and answer 
period followed Dr. Foster's 
address . 
The undergraduate curriculum 
committee members believe that 
full faculty and student par-
ticipation is essential in 
therevision of any major part of 
the college curriculum. 
In keeping with this belief, the 
curriculum committee in May of 
1973, presented a working paper to 
the faculty and to the students. 
The committee followed this 
procedure· in the hope of 
stimulating dialogue within 
departments, divisions, and in-
terdivisions, as preparation for a 
full dialogue with the un-
dergraduate curriculum com-
mittee which has the respon-
sibility of reviewing the entire 
college curriculum. 
The undergraduate curriculum 
committee has adopted the 
following procedures in an at-
tempt to open up the discussion 
with the faculty and students 
regarding their consideration 
prior to submitting the final 
recommendation of the un-
dergraduate curriculum com-
mittee to the President, the 
Faculty Council, and the S.G.A. 
"Beginning on the last Thursday 
of the last week in October the 
undergradua te curriculum -
committee will meet the Divisions 
in meetings open to all faculty and 
students of the division and to 
continue on successive Thursdays 
until all Divisions have been heard 
on the matter of General 
Education revision. This is to be 
followed by an all college com-
munity meeting as soon as 
possible after the last meeting 
with the Divisions. It is also 
. recommended that preparatory 
Departmental meetings take 
place prior to the divisional 
meetings with the committee." 
MEETINGS WITH THE 
DIVISIONS ARE TO BE HELD 
IN THE STUDENT UNION 
BALLROOM #1 FROM 2:00-4:00 
p.m. AND ON THE FOLLOWING 
DATES: 
October 25 ..... Creative Arts 
November l. ..... Natural Sciences 
November 8 ...... Social Sciences 
*November 15." ... Humanities 
November 29 ...... Professional 
Education 
December 6 ...... Behavioral 
Sciences 
*Meeting will be held in the 
Student Union Demonstration 
room. 
The lecture series of the 
Department of Earth Sciences 
and Geography is now in its 
eleventh year, bringing top 
scholars and eminent 
HOMECOMING 
professionals in the field to the by Katie Mason 
college. The 19n Homecoming Com-
Chairman of this years lecture mittee is progref)sing ahead with 
series is Professor Reed F. plans for th~ big nostalgic 
Stewart, assistant professor of weekend of November 7th to I tth. 
anthropology and geography at·· What is the significance of 
BSC. having a Homecoming Weekend! 
SGA 
REPORT 
By Nancy Doherty 
Tuesday night October lti at 
5:00, the SGA held its weekly 
Senate meeting. First on the 
agenda were the committee and 
officer reports. Senator Peter 
Hartel spoke discouragedly about 
the Campus Development 
Committee which he said is 
becoming a 'non-entity.' ;In the 
Executive Report the resignation 
of James Maddock from the 
student judiciary was announced. 
Finally a1etter from President 
Rondileau was read citing the 
recommendation he had accepted 
on the space utilization question. 
After the reading of the letter the 
Senate was reminded that none of 
the recommendments of the SGA 
. re-the space question- were ac-
cepted. 
Under Old Business, court 
justices James Beith, John Moore 
and Ralph Zusman were sworn in. 
Also a schedule of office hours for 
the senators was posted. It is on 
display on the SGA bulletin board 
on the third floor of the Student 
Union. 
Under New Business, SGA 
President Tom Hickey nominated 
William J. Abraham to fill the 
opening for the associate 
justiceship. It was sent to the 
Rights and Freedoms Committee. 
Perhaps an undergraduate 
student could not answer that in 
the light of a homecoming, .. .ie .. a 
coming home. However,graduate 
students who have endured and 
enjoyed the halls of BSC for four 
years and suddenly find them-
selves out teaching or working in 
some way could provide the 
feeling and meaning behind 
homecoming. 
"Homecoming'? ........ come 
back to see how college has 
changed, to reminisce about old 
times like Ralph's, the panti-
raids.the frat pledges. the 
cramming for exams. the famous 
BSC' pal'ti~s; but .mostly to see old 
friends , to keep in touch .. · .... ·" 
One graduate would like to see 
what the radicals of his class are 
doing now that they are out of 
conege. 
The agenda for this years 
Homecoming Weekend will 
kickoff Thursday night,November : = . 
Then names were submitted for' 
SGA nominee for Homecoming 
Queen. Paula Brophy won the 
nomination. Finally the meeting 
went into executive session to 
di·scuss new committee ap-
pointmentsand the gallery was 
cleared. The meeting reopened 
and the appointments of Joe 
Burns to the UCC,Ray Burns and 
John Lynch to the Honors and 
Advanced Placement Committee, 
and Kathy Manning to the Athletic 
Policy Committee were accepted. 
continued on pg. 5 
. 7th with a rally and fireworks at 
the Great Hill dorm. Friday night 
promises to be an .excitin~ 
evening with possibly John Mayall 
appearing in concert. The football 
game Saturday will be played 
against Curry College at 1 :30pm 
on Legion Field. This year's 
Homecoming Queen will be 
crowned during the half-time 
show,along with the presentation 
of the award for the best mon-
tage; with a party inthe SU 
Ballroom following Caberet Night 
will round out the Homecomings 
Activities on Sunday night with a 
band and a well known ,New York 
comedy -team ,E dmond and 
Curley ,whoses appearances 
include Johnny Carson show and 
concerts with Three Dog Night. 
This year's Montage and 
Float Competition is being 
organized by the Women's 
Residence Hall Council, 
specifically JoanCournoyerand 
Diane LaFare. In an effort to 
promote enthusiasm all on-
campus organizations and clubs 
have been contacted and en-
couraged to place an entry in the 
cmpetition. The montages will be 
judged at the quadrangle on 
Saturday, November 10th, with a 
parade to' the football field 
following. The winner, oased on its 
creativity and attractiveness of 
design, will beannounced. and an 
award given during the half-time 
show. Speculation~on a possible 
second prize award is in 
discussion at the present time. 
Any group or club who would 
still like to enter can contact Joan 
Cournoyer or Diane LaFave at 
Woodward Hall by November 
first. 
Editorial: "The G,.eat 11~ II "Zoo II 
Do Something! 
It's very easy to say, "I don't 
like if'. but much harder to say 
why. For some people the 
"why'?" might be answered, 
"because". or "I just don't like 
it". Condemnation without a 
suggestion for improvement is 
worthless. 
On the other hand, a valid 
critique would comhine hoth 
elements. This cons/r·u c tive 
criticiism, expresses not just 
dilike, but also ideas .{ or COlTCC-
Hon. 
Criticism in its constructive 
form is then of value. Everyone 
needs an unbiased opinion to set 
them on the right path. "The 
Comment" is no exception. 
We are not happy with the 
paper in its present form, but are 
working towards improvement. 
This is an area where you can 
make your voice heal'd. Fill in the 
following evaluation form and 
bring it to "The Comment" office. 
Drop it in the box marked for 
them, or go over your form with 
someone in the office. Have a cup 
of coffee on us-talk to us, we're 
your paper! Maybe, you'll even 
decide to help us, we need writers, 
typists, layout staff, or just 
workers. 
We want you to be a part of us! 
It'll only take a few minutes, fill 
in the form and drop it off; or mail 
it. or send it by carrier pigeon-or 
leave it in our box at the In-
formation Booth- But do itl Don't 
just comolain-do something! 
MJV 
1----------------------------I 
I COMMENT EVALUATION FORM 
Do you read "The Comment" 
regularly? 
YES NO CO 
VVhat do you think are the 
















In genera] what is your 







Room for Improvement 
How could the paper 
be im proved? 
dooR. 
o f.F . S ?ul!ed 
1- hfl1ae .. I J S 
I 
What the ~-- - ~ 
IAKin~ money out ot. 
.rr1ij t ___ - -:1 bredKa(~s~:~· 
~ee. ju~t (cau5e meard 
." .. ~~ ~9U~b Wel'E. )Idvln) a. 
'. 1i-lt)e.fY". Good God) MY'S. 
~u:tIf,-.......,..<';-:·.1)~Yit9:R ~;J:1.'+ we be. fy-ea.k 
-:----__ , i~I'fe ~I)U1X5! 
I3/a:i"~·· 
5WGOS 
If other, explain I I 
I 
I 
• • . a Majority of the House ••• " " 
What do you think are the 








If other, explain, 
Do you think there has 
been an improvement 
over last years 
"Comment"? 




: Now that President Nixon has 
I chosen a successor to Spro T. 
Agnew, he may have selected the 
,: man who will be president within 
I six months. Gerald .Ford could 
conceivably ~e l'esiding at· 1600 
I Pennsylvania Avenue in six 
I Il1onth~ time. Watergate has 
I again stal'ted to fill the skil's of 
I Washington with the scandalous 
I cloud of deceit. 
I 
--------------------------~ Boston State: 
A Show of Force-or Farce 
In a move rerrUlllscent of the 
"Grand Old Era" of th 60's, when 
any administrative blunder was 
reason enough for taking over a 
building, Boston State College did 
just that. On October 16, 1973 a 
group of over 100 students staged 
a sit-in at the school's ad-
ministration building on Hun-
tington A venue to protest the 
the firing of two teachers, 
As an aditional protest, fhe 
students took over the Office of 
President Kermit C. Morrissey 
and the adjacent switchboard 
room. 
In a move that would make our 
radical college forefathers roll in 
their joints, they maintained the 
occupation in groups of 25 in order 
that the rest could still attend 
class. Evidently they succeeded 
in this semi- disruptive tactic 
when school officials were 
reported to have said that no 
classes or other student activities 
were affected by the demon-
stration. 
This protest, .and a similar one 
last Thursda)r"when a 'groltp'fo~k 
over offices in the Fenway 
Building on Ipswich Street, was 
the result of thefailure to renew 
two contracts. The ousted faculty 
members were history instructor 
Henry Allen and elementary 
education teacher Henry Lee. The 
students were told that the 
removal of the instructors was a 
reaction to faculty over staffing, 
however, John Flynn of the 
OUTLOOK said that ads for part-
time 'history professors appe-ared 
in the Globe, and that two 
positions were open in the Ec-
ducatio Department. It appeared 
to be a political action. 
The President's office was 
vacated at 2:00 after court in-
junctions wel'c sel'ved the sixteen 
studl'llts and the two faculty 
members. 'l'hese unjunctions were 
handed to the "Boston Statl' 
Eightt.'ell" atel' artel' they were 
lured out with promises of a 
l11('eting with the Board of 
Trustet's. 
Following the evacuation, the 
students met at North Hall where 
a crowd of over a hundred con-
fronted the issues. The result was 
·an ultimatum :'ifi na'8ction:oceurs 
,beforei.Novemlner ,2 .. 'a, ,bo~c.ottof 
.the Fenway Campus would result. 
This boycott should result (if 
nothing occurs sooner) in a 
By Michael Vieira 
.g'reater student voice in teacher· 
turing practices. Also a protest 
will be held at the Colona de Hotel 
on November 3 to show opposition 
to the lack of representations in 
the new masterplan for the State 
College. . 
The students at Boston State 
. College are asking the support of 
her sister State Schools. If anyone 
is interested, contact John Flynn 
at the OUTLOOK, and remember 
those dates, radicals looking for a 
cause: November 3- Colona de 
Hotel; Protest State College 
Masterplan. Power to the State 
Schools. 
RESEIRlf-I 
Thousands of Topics 
$2.75 per page 
Send for your up·to·date, 160·page, 
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00 
to cover postage (delivery time is 
1 to 2 days). 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC, 
. '1l94'!'WILSHIREBtVO;, SUf:TE #2 . 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. ·90025 .' 
(213) 477-8474 or 477·5493 
Our research material Is sold for 
research assistance only. 
" .. By GEORGE F SUTHERLAND .JR . 
Ford. when asked by reporters 
what constituted grounds for 
impeachment replied. "Grounds' 
for impeachment are whatever a 
majority of the . house. of· 
Representati:vesfeel. it is." How 
ironic that· a man·' who knows· 
Capital Hill and themenor. the hill 
better than anvone, should now be 
III the position to fill the shoes of a 
president whl' has been a poor 
adII1inistrator. Ford seems to 
have hinted and the Presdent 
ign'ored the plain fact tbat he 
(Nixon) hasn't played ball with 
Capital Hill and the Congress has 
had it up to their political eyeballs 
with him and would gladly replace 
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by Richard Pacheco 
and traffic which would disturb 
the neighbors of the college. 
Ther'e would also be a 
depreciation of property value 
and problems would arise if 
anyone wanted to sell their home. 
Mrs. Johnson gave an exam-
ple, "If someone came to look at 
your house to buy it and then they 
found there was a bar right next to 
it they would give serious con-
sideration to that fact and then 
they might not decide to buy it. We 
have sometimes jokingly said 
'Why' don't they put it 
(Rathskeller) in President 
Rondiieaus' basement?' but then, 
of course, it would pose problems 
for his neighbors.""It is not. a 
question of drinking being in-
volved, "said Johnson"it is only 
one of location because we live so 
close to it." 
On July 19, 1972 the Student 
Union Rathskeller, Inc. first 
applied to the Board of Selectmen 
of the town of Brigewater for a 
licence to sell 'all alcoholk 
beverages' in the Rathskeller and 
seven other rooms in the S. U. 
Building. By law all of the abuters 
of the college were notified that a 
public hearing on the ~pplicat~on 
would take place. At thiS meetmg 
some ne:ighbors ,of the college 
appeared, objection to the licence 
on the ground that the college was 
located'in a residential area (Zone 
D) and the granting of the licence 
would violate existing zoning 
laws. The Board of Selectmen 
advised the S.U, '1'hat a varience 
to the zoning laws would be 
necessary before the liscencc was 
allproved. The S,U. then "with-
dl'cw, without prejudice" the 
application. meaning that it could 
be applied for again within one 
year. Since the application was 
filed under the name of Student 
UNION Hathskeller. Inc. a change 
in zoning was requil'ed, however if 
the application was under the 
name of Brigewater State College 
a varience· would not be needed 
because the college is an agent of 
the Commonwealth. Therefore the, 
application was resubmitted 
under Brigewater State College, 
under the auspices of the Boal'd of 
Directors. The application was 
promptly appl'Oved subject to the 
approval of the Alcoholic 
Beverages Contl'oll Commission. 
A Imblic hearing was held by the 
A.H,C,C. on the matter, The 
Boyden Neighborhood 
Association"s President, Mr, Nor-
man Johnson all immediate 
neighbor 'of the, college appeared 
to oppose the' issu3nceof the 
licence. It was bl'ought ont that 
the Board of Directors of the 
college is not a body that was 
elected annually, According to 
the laws of Massachusetts (for 
applying for a liquorlicence >the 
Board of Directors has' to Ill' 
elected annually. '. Due. to this 
technicality, the application was 
rejected, 
During an interview with Mr. 
. and Mrs. Johnson the question 
was asked why there was so much 
opposition to al10w the 
Rathskeller to serve alcoho~. "It is 
a question of location. All of t~e 
other objections flow from thIS 
fact." Mr. Johnson states that 
there would be, due to the la te 
hours of the Rathskeller, noise 
A Fish Catch is 
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Bridgewater 
Mr. Edward J. Meany, 
treasurer and mgr. of the S.U., is 
still trying to obtain the licence. 
The college iii only seeking a 
licence to sell beer and wine now 
and all effortsare being put in the 
gaining of the licence, "The Board 
of Selectmen continues to grant 
one day permits to serve beer 
and wine to the college and there 
is good harmony between us." 
The future of the Rathskeller is 
uncertain. There appears to be no 
immediate solution to this 
problem, but there continues to 
exist a hopefull outlook by those 




Selective Service Director 
Byron V. Pepitone today 
reminded the nation's young men 
that even though there is no draft, 
they still are required to register 
with Selective Service at the time 
of their 18th birthday. "I am 
concerned that many of our y~ung 
men may fail to register when 
they reach 18 years of age because 
they are unaware of th~ir 
responsibilities to SelectIve 
Service," Mr. Pepitone said. It 
would be unfortunate if U, young 
man should break tfIe law 
because the proper information 
has not been made available to 
him," he added. Failure to 
register is a violation of the law, 
Mr. Pepitone emphasized, and 
could result in prosecution by the 
Department of Justice. The 
President's authority to induct 
men into the service expered on 
.July 1. Administration does not 
plan to seek an extension of this 
authority, and the Defense 
Department is relying on 
volunteer enlistments to supply 
military manpower. "A very 
important point that has been 
missed in most reporting on the 
cessation of inductions is the fact 
that the Military Selective Service 
Act remains in force," Mr. 
Pepitone said. "The Act states 
that all young men have a con-
tinuing legal obJigation to register 
with Selective Service at age 18 .. 
They have 60 days to d~ thIS 
beginning :30 days before th~lr 18th 
birthday. Men not registering 
within that period may be con-
sidered as violators. "I would 
urge the parents and friends of,all 
young men who reach 18 to r:~l~d 
I them of their legal responslblhty 
to register at the nearest local 
board or with a registrar for the 
Selective Service Systemw~o 
resides in the young man s 
community." The Selective 
Service Svstem currently is un~ 
dergoing .~ re-organization· as . it, 
moves into a standby system of 
operation. The number ~f loc~l 
board administrative SItes IS 
being reduced to 925 nationwide 
from a total of 2,700 which were in 
existence in December, 1972. 
Wide-spread appointment~ of 
volunteer registrars and: adVIsorS 
to registrants 
THE;~JIf!T~'qctober 18,1973 .......... 
\WOMEN'S LIBERATION \. 
Women of America, it is time 
to unite and resist oppression! 
Why should we allow men to place 
us on a lower intellectual scale 
than they? Men, prepare your-
selves, for you are about to learn 
that women are equal to, if not 
better than, you in many different 
aspects of life. A well-kn?wn 
Ph.D. stated in 'New York TIme 
Magazine', in terms of longevity, 
resistance to disease and stress, 
an-d adaptability to environment, 
the male is the weaker of the two 
sexes. It is true that men can do 
more strenuous work than can 
women, but in comparison to what 
a woman faces in childbirth, a 
man doesn't know the meaning of 
pain. Women, have you heard 
about all the "stupid women' 
drivers" who are always causing 
accidents? The United States 
Department of Highways 
statistically found that, for an 
equal number of male and female 
drivers, women drivers have 
fewer accidents than men. 
Another myth is destroyed! 
Women, are you tired. of 
hearing men say, "1 work eIght 
hours a day, forty hours a week, 
and an you do is sit around the 
house and do housework"? The 
next time a man says this, 
remember the Chase Manhattan 
Bank survey which found that the 
average housewife works 99.6 
hours a week. Ask a man if he'd 
like to trade places. When 
asking this question, be prepared 
for the nonsense about how you 
could never be (for example) the 
"big executive he is because you'd 
be out of work all the time you 
have your children, you get si.ck 
easier than he, etc. Wrong agam, 
sir! The Public HealthService 
shows that men lose more days 
from work each year than do 
women, including time ll,ost for 
pregnancy' and childbirth. The 
1966 average was 5.9 days for men, 
Thoughts 
by Julie Pruitt 
5.6 days' for women. After you 
finally have men convinced that 
vou can do the work they do, be 
;ure to insist on equal pay. 
Women, please be aware that 
"equal pay for equal work" laws 
are not usually enforced. If you 
need proof, refer to the study 
conducted by the Equal Em-
p: oyment Opportunities Com-
mission,' In specific industries or 
fields, women's wages compared, 
to those of men n 1965 as follows: 
women factory workers $3,282 and 
men, $5,752, service industries 
$2,784, and men, $4,886; for sales 
services, $2,$3,003, and men, 
$7,083; for clerical work, $~,237, 
and men, $6,220~ for profeSSIonal 
and techmical work, $5,578 and 
men, $8,233; for executive work 
(managers, officials) $4,516 and 
men, $8,658. Where is the equal 
pay? -These figures are for w.ork 
of exact training and duratIon. 
Women, stop allowing men to 
run your lives. You marry them, 
provide them with children, and 
they consider you their property. 
When you . get married, try to 
change the words "man and wife" 
to . husband and wife". If your 
fiance resists, you've a fight for 
your entire married life. Try to 
have "and obey" deleted from the 
ceremony~ but be forewarned: "If 
thy wife does not obey thee at a 
gignal and a glance, separate 
from her -''''- Sirach 25:26. 
Women, it is time to have an 
identity of your own. Do not let 
your lives be thought of only in 
~elation to men. Insist on being 
called Ms. (Miz), not Miss or Mrs. 
Your name should not be 
dominated by men. As Christabel ' 
Pankhurst the English suf-
fragette said so well, "Remember 
the dignity of your womanhood. 
Do not appeal. do not beg, do not 
groveL Take courage, join hands, 
~tand beside us, fight with u(a. 
I From the Catholic Center-
-Draw Your Own wnclusions 
Surprised at the movements consists in the rejection of a 
within yourselves and in your society motivated by profit. 
world? None of us should b~ dominated exclusively by 
surprised. It is man reaching out economic considerations, ruled by 
for his own existence and. the spirit of competition, and 
meaning. One wise man came to a subjected to the mutual 
conclusion: '1 preferred wisdom agg~essiveness of its members." 
to power and saw riches nothing L In a similar vein, the National 
comparison to wisdom." ~. Catholic Reporter recently 
Revel in his book. WITHOl.' published an article on the Occul t 
MARX OR JESUS - THE NE . t Movement. "The current en-
AMERICAN REVOLUTION HAS thusiasm among large numbers of 
. BEGUN, gpeaks to us, liThe '~ot' young Americans for the Occult, 
issues in America's insurrection the Jesus Movement, communes, 
against itself, numerous as they Pentacostalism, Hare Krishna, 
are form a cohesive and coherent the Process Church and various wh~le within which no one issue other fundamentalists movements 
can be separated from the other." manifests their search for the 
The issues mentioned are personal development of one's 
separate, unique but interrelated: own spiritual life." These 
a radically new approach to movements are seen as a 
moral valuea, the black revolt, ~he repudiation of liberalization and 
feminist attack ,on masculme as "an alternative authority." 
domination, the rejectio~ by (NCR, Oct. 12, 1973) Draw yo~r 
young people of e.xcluslv~:y own conclusions. Are Revel s 
economic and techmcal SOCial words merely the product of one 
goals, the general a?option of »;on- man's imagination drawing 
coercive methods m educatIOn, drastic conclusions not verifiable 
the acceptance of the guilt for in reality? Are a good part of the 
poverty, the growin~ de:n~nd for American people misguided in 
equality among mmorltl~s, ,the theirsearch for personal spiritual 
rejection of an auth~~ItaI'lan development? Are they 
culture in favor of a CrItIcal and misguided in their reaction to the 
diversified culture that is mess that has been created during 
basically new, the rejection both the last decade of the establish-
of the gpread of American power ment, politicians, government 
abroad and of foreign policy, and leadership, educational leader-
a determinati~n that th~ IIllatural ,ship, religion and ~}ls!n~ss? 0 ' , ~ ) 
environment IS. m?re.lmportant _'\Beneath 'every' re~o1I.!hona~~9~ ... I 
than comirierdal·proftt~ ",Each ()f· ideal we find a convicfion that 
these issues seen separately poses man has become the tool of his 
a minor revolutionary threat, ?ut tools. and that he must once more 
sewn together they pose a u~l!]ed become a, value in him-
cultural, moral ,and pohhcal self,"(ReveD Perhaps it is time 
revolutionary monement. Rev~l to seek Wisdom: Cprayed, and 
concludes, "There. is a. baSIS prudence was given me; I 
common to all manIfestatIons .of pleaded, and the spirit o~ Wisdom 
the American revolt, and to l~S come to me," <Wisdom 7,7) 
European extensions. That baSIS . 
1 , 
1 
IHE COPEN' October 18, 1973 
"A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS" 
Naomi Mors~ 
as 
Lady Alice More 
,Gary Genard 
as 
Sir Thomas More 













. It's 7 P.M., (any night MOn-
'Thurs) and the cast for MAN FOR 
ALL SEASONS is beginning to 
assemble. Diction and movement 
exercises set the pace for the 
evening rehe'ars'al 
Marshall Ballou, eminent 
reporter for the HARD TIMES 
darts in and out of rehearsals, pe~ 
and notebook in hand, trying to 
capture a "feeling". She's trying 
to be objective about the whole 
thing, But in less than two weeks 
she's been pulled out of hel 
"objective reporter" guise into 
the whirlpool of activity 
surrounding the Drama Club's 
premiere production of A MAN 
FOR ALL SEASON&. 
Now, admittedly, she's a 
Speech and'rheatre majtOr and 
many of the cast she knows as 
friends, but she tried hard for an 
objective viewpoint. . She got a 
li~tlebit too close and now sheS. a 
part of it. 
How come? 
Well, as a member of the cast 
my objectivity is questionable too: 
but some- thing pretty unique is 
going on in that auditorium. 
Part of it, I think, is the play 
itself, It's about the last vears of 
Sir Thomas More and' Robert 
Bolt has managed to capture the 
conflict between More and Henry 
the VIII fairly we n. 
There are not many who will 
.. ~ldmit to overt. sentimentality, hut 
Bolt makes it difficult not to. 
Tben, too, as the end draws 
near and on or off stage you watch 
More's daughter, Margaret, 
(played by Karen Hantzes), enter 
with honest-to-goodness tears in 
her eyes, or listen to the Duke of 
Norfolk, (Henry Woronicz), 
pronounce a sentence with a choke 
in his voice, something conskids 
inside and you have to feel. 
Offstage, the mood is generally 
casual. You'll probably find us in 
the Green Room, listening· to 
Henry do his "Doctor Hook" 
imitations, sneaking 
cigarrettes. (expresslv> . for-
bidden during rehearsals) or 
playing TWIXT. There are the 
usual gripes from all factions-Ann 
Britton on props gets apoplectic, 
as something new is added every" 
day. Donna Milani, (student 
director) tries to get us on stage 
on time, someti!mes,· in -vain. 
Eve n the cast grumbles a bit. at 
Mr Barnetts incessant search for 
perfection but it's all coming 
together. . 
Opening night is a week away, 
and with each day a new 
dimension adds spark to 
rehearsals-the stage approaches 
completion, resplendent costumes 
arrive, a difficult scene gets 
better, It's downright exciting!! . 
A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS, 
WILL OPEN· Thursday night 
October 25, and will play thru the 
27th at the S.U. Auditorium,{-
curtain at 8: 15 P.M.). Tickets are 
$1 for students, $2 for non students, 
and are on sale outside the S.U. 
Information Booth from 9-4 . 
We hope you like it. On the one 
hand. it's been a grind, on the 
other. a lot of fun. 








Skip Maloney Bi~f' 
Donna Milani 
(Student Director ) 
. as, 
The Common Man 
Mr. Barnett ,Rick Pacheco (King Henry) 
(Director) 





Saturday, 27 October at 8:00 PM. 
ALOHA! 
'How to Make A Woman'was 
filmed during. Caravan's highly, 
sucessful run of the play 'How to 
Make A Woman I by the 
Polymorph Films of Boston. 
By Joanne Tarpey 'Suppose I Fall' is a collection of 
On the morning of January 4th, dialogues presented to mime and 
seventy-four lucky BSC students dance braking down social and 
will board a DC-S jet for Honolulu sexual taboos men and women 
Hawaii. For eight days and seven encounter in their attempts to 
nights they will get more than reach out toward intimacy. Robin 
their fill of sun, S\~imming, and Walsh and Lou Crimmins will 
palm trees staying at the new complete the evening's potpourri 
Holiday Inn, located on Waikiki singing feminist folk songs. 
heach. The price of this fabulous Special benefit tickets are 
vacation is just $338.' Students $2») $ $ 
. ,.5.00,. IO.OO, and 25.00. 
from three other colleges will also Caravan Theatre, 1555 
he on the DC-8 'jet, making the Massachusetts A venue, VCam-
lotal252. The other three colleges bridge, can be called for reser-
are Southern Connecticut vations at 868-8520 from 1 :00 to 
University. Manchester ,Tunior 5:00 PM. 
. College and G~enepsco Caravan will preview its 
This trip is being . carefully opening production 'Suppose I 
planned by M.r BQb Sharples, Fall' November 9th and 10th. 
Assistant Director of the Student ...... _ ....... .
Union. His office is located on the . POET'S 
second floor of the Student Union. 
At present, there is space for five CORNER 
more students to sign up. It is the 
result of five recent cancellations. 1 
If you are interested, don't 
hesitate! Also, if these spaces are 
filled before you get there, you 
will be placed on a new waiting 
list. 
On December 3rd, there will be 
an orientation meeting in which a 
movie will shown, for those that 
are definitely Hawaii bound. It 
will be held in the demonstration 
room at 7:00 P.M .. 
If you miss out on this January 
vacation, don't worry. Plans are 
now in the process for a March 
vacation as well. 
ARTCRlGfiJUS 1,41 M.rshall Rid.. ...... ., 
New Can •• n. ca~· 0lI4O I I 0 sitve'4 ,I.OW '1 
NAME .........•...•...••... · ...•.. ,· I ADDRESS···············;········I 
....... ··.····.······ .. z ....... · ..... 1.. ___ ---___ ... 
CARAV!lN 
THEATRE 
Caravan Theatre presents 
benefit performances for the 
thealre which include the film of 
'How to Make A Woman',a scene 
from this season's opening 
production 'Suppose I Fall', and 2 
f(>minist folk singel's Wednesday, 
2·1 Octoher, Fiday, 26 October, and 
ALL GONE 
bv Lorri Genchauski 
They've lIake~ every thing I had, 
No! You wouldn't take my soul. 
Hey. Don't touch that! Oh please, 
That's my brain, can't I have it? 
Or at least part of it, can I? 
But I promised to be good, even 
If my fingers were crossed. 
What else could I do? 
I really would like my brain and 
soul. 
They mean an awful lot to me, 
After all, you've taken every thing 
else I had. 
Well,,, You DID! 
SONG OF BLUE 
By Aviad Dagan 
Last Sunday 
When vou talked to me, 
All th~ world was, 
Silent: 
Not because it was, 
Night. 
The world simply wanted 




And the silence. 
Your voice rolled in-
The streets of town, 
Echoed as if thousands of-
Loud speakers working, 
Shouting. 
You spoke, 
We were silent, 










course::; to the curriculum ... in all 
areas of education... history .. . 
economics... psychology... art .. . 
sociology ... literature ... law .. . 
physical education... If this is to 
evolve the co-operation and 
by .Judie Bergeron energy of everyone is necessary ... 
Sunday night blues!! . "Hello, . We hope that you will be able to 
I'm Greg Allman. Welcome to meet with' us this Tuesday and: 
Macon, Georgia. Right from that discuss your ideas for developing 
start you knew the concert was women's studies at Bridgewater ... 
gonna be grea t. It was a night that. Please bring any interested 
continued from pg. 1 
Lastly a recommendation was 
passed which reads: SGA 
recommends that the Student-
Faculty ratio on the Bookstore 
Advisory Committee be changed 
from 8 faculty, 4 students to 4 
faculty, 8 students. 
Macon, Georgia and I will never persons. 
forget. Wet ~ilIi.e's' harmonica ' .. _________________ ..; _____ ~ .. __ • 
~i~~:d~~~~~,~le ;~~ ~!~:t~~1~~'1 THIS W' EEI(: jumping until their finish. The I . I 
Mat'shall Tucker Band set a I . I 
slower blues pace for the next set. . 
Tht'it' most spellbinding song was I 
theit- l'ecent "Can't You See", I: Thursday Oct 18 . 
was stunned by their lead singer. 
(Looked a bit like Rick Nelson, .-
didn't he'?) Those two bands I 
WOUld've been sufficent for an" 
unforgetable cohcert, but Don' 
Kirshner outdid himself because I 
for the last 25 minutes the Allman • 
Bros. hit the stage. They led off 
with "Southbound". Great! 
Dynamite IJiano!! Masterful 
guitar!! Dickie Retts played with 
stich ease! I couldn't help but feel 
like dancing (at 1:10 A.M. YET) 
when they »layed "Ain't Wastin' 
Timl" No MOI'e" and I'm sure the 
audienc(' didn't ref.·ain. They 
finished up with "Statesboro 
Blues", cultimating a fantastic 




Puosto, Inc., located in the Old 
Methodist Parish House on Cedar 
St. in Bridgewater, is sponcering a 
coffeehouse every Saturday night 
at 8.00PM. It's open to anyone of 
any age who enjoys listening to 
folk music in a relaxing at-
mosphere. with candle-lit 
surrounding .. 
Puosto will be featuring folk 
entainers from the greater Boston 
area. 
The donation is 75¢, and there 
are refreshments. This cof-
feehouse is for your benefit, so 




The Women's Rights Group at 
Bridgewater is conducting a film 
series for this Fall Semester. The 
second film, GROWING UP 
FEMALE, will be shown Tuesday, 
October 2:~rd in the S. U. 205, 206, 
and w07 at 10 A.M. and in the 
eveningat8P.M. The Women's 
Hights Group would like to extend I 
the invitation to all women faculty 
and administrators to view this 
film. The Women's Rights Group 
feels thal the representation of 
women in academics at this 
college has been grossly 
llieglected. Our organization is 
working towards developing and 
creating women's studies and 
workshops on campus. We are 
interested in imitating accredited 
Todd Rundgren .. Music Hall 
Miles Davis (thru Sun) ~ Paul's Mall 
NEW FLICKS .. 
JEREMY .. 
Sack Cheri 
THE SECOND GUN .. 
Sack Cheri 
THE ITALIA.N CONNECfION .. 
Sack Savoy 
Friday Oct 19 
Mahavishnu Orchestra 
and Mark Almond Band .. 
Music Hall 
FLICKS Neil Young's 
JOURNEY THROUGH THE PAST 
.. Orson Welles 
PLAYS .. 
"Cuckoos Nest" 
continues at Charles Playhouse 
"Moon Children " 
at the New Theatre in Cambridge 
Sunday Oct 21 
Black Oak Arkansas and Fo~hat .. 
Orpheum 
Dan Hic:s.and his Hot Licks· 
Symphony Hall' 
Tuesday Oct 23 
John MayallaJ!d Joe Walsh ... Orpheum, 
FlJCKS .. 
"Yellow Submarine" and 
"200 Motels'" (and Wed) .. Cinema 733 





••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• JAZZ CONCERT .. 
COLLEGE 'STUDENT'S POETRY ANTHOLOGY 
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS 
, announces 
The dosing date for the submission' of maau8Cri.,u by College Students is 
'NovemberS .. , . 




N There 1'5 no limitation .as to form or theme. Shorter ""qrks are pre-
IS verse. { . l' -t t' {erred by the Board of Judges. because o' space Inn a Ions., ., " 
b TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet, and must ~:~~ th~e~A~~t and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLLEGE 
ADDRESS as well. 
MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the' OFFICE OF THE PRESS 
NATIONAL POETRY PRESS 
3210 Selby Avenue 
. BSe "Wednesday Nite" Band 
Student Union Ballroom. 
Admission FREE 
For information concerning times and 






If y~u know of any good gigs coming: 
up (movies, plays, concerts) whether '1, 
I local or in town Boston, let me know-and, 
: we'll se,e if I can spread the word. : 
.i 
Los Angeles. Calif. 
90034 
.........................................•....... ~ 
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INTIMIDATION by Sue ~aivano 
Intimidation is one of the 
inherent factors in the American 
system. How could our society 
survive without it? It's difficult to 
imagine, as our life styles, minus 
a fear to conform, would be a 
unique experience for all in-
dividuals involved. Think of the 
instances. in which a person is 
afraid to act; be it a decision in 
choosing an occupation or stan-
ding up for some sound prin-
ciples. The usual outcome is 
confOl·mity. Risk or an effort to 
behave against the norms results 
in a greater chance of failure. But 
wouldn't the success be more 
rewarding if it were 'harder to 
attain! It would seem.so, but most 
people lack intestinal fortitude to 
act in their own interests. They 
are too intimidated to change 
their own welfare. They are so 
(',onditioned into the system that 
they don't realize that their 
FOR SALE 
1963 Chevy Convertable 
PSI AutomaticlSticker Newlsnow 
tires 
('all 586-82Hl (Home) FOR 586-0432 
(Work)---Bob 
READING CLUB meeting at 
College Reading Center-library at 
a:oo on Wednesday November 7 
ATTENTION .JUNIOR CLASS!! 
There is an open junior class 
meeting on Tuesday, October 23, 
at 10:00 A.M. in the S.U. demon-
stration room. The purpose of the 
meeting is to orientate you with 
the officers, discuss activities 
tentively planned, and give you an 
opportuni ty to express your 
opinions, ideas, and suggestions. 
In order to have a successful 
meeting, we urge all to attend and 
participate. THANK YOU, Junior 
Class Officers 
The Junior Class would like to 
thank all those who participated in 
mnking the "$20.00 Buzz" raffle a 
success. 1st prize winner- $20.00-
Irene of Tilly lunch 2nd prize 
winner- Segram's 7- Mary Anne 
I-loran 3rd prize winner- Case of 
Molson Canadian Beer- Sue 
Barbati 
TilE SPANISH CLUB will show 
th(' film HEI" on Tues. Oct 2:J at 
H:OOI,m ill the Library Lectur(' 
Hall 
H('fl'l'shllH'nts will be s('rv('d All 
ar(- Wt-koHlt'. FHEE admissioll 
Looking for a Waterbl'd'? Well I 
'lIll but I (~an't s('em to find a place 
that s(>lIs them. If you know one 
»1('as(' hav(' it printt-d in the 
<'omnwnt 
The Bridgewater State Coi)hege 
POETS and Writl-rs will meet 
every Thursday evening from 7: 30 
- 9:00pm in the GI'een Room of the 
Stident Union. 
People interested in poetry and 
other kinds of writing are cor-
dially invited to attend the 
meetings. For more information 
contact Dr. Charles Fanning of 
the English Department. 
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN 
ANY OF TilE FOLLOWING? 
Mixology 




If so, please sign up in the SU 
. Information Booth by Nov. 2, 1973. 
own fears are unfounded. So, they 
blindly follow the authority im-
'posed on them. Aquestion at this 
point might be , "Where do these 
fears originate?" A glimpse at 
our own educational system might 
help. 
Take, for example, a freshman 
in high school. According to the 
system of ranks and priviledges 
he is low man on the totem pole. , 
The upper-classman make fun of 
him, producing a feeling of in-
feriority to the extent that it 
becomes timid and submits to any 
abuses which are thrown his way. 
Unfortunately, an adolescent at 
this stage of his life could benefit 
from the absence of such t 
harrassment, but that's not the 
way it works. The seniors need 
that special sense of superiority or 
seL f-confidence which they 
receive by destroying the con-
fidence of the self-asserting 
younger students. 
WANTED: 
Some BSC students with a lot of 
imagination, a little artistic 
taleI1:t, and some time to spare. 
The ,- - French Club needs you! 
Anyone willing to help us with our 
gallery project is asked to attend 
the mxt meeting of Le Cercle 
Francais on Thursdav, October 25 
at 10:00 A.M. in roo~ 205 of the 
Student Union. 
The Earth Sciences and 
Geography Club will. have a 
meeting Tues. Oct. 23 at 10:00 in 
room 304. Topic will be Marconi 
Area on the Cape Cod National 
Seashore. 
PUOSTO HOTLINE - 697-8111 
Silent Movie Comedies 
This Thursday at 7:00pm Free! 
Puosto Parish House 
also: This Saturday at the Puosto 
Coffee House- Dennis Houran 
Donation 75ft 
'THE NEW ENGLAND CON-' 
SERVATORY OF MUSIC 
The New England Conservatory 
Ragtime Ensemble, the hottest 
performing group in Boston, will 
be in concert at Jordan HALL ON 
Friday, November2 
and Saturday, November 17 at 
8:30 PM. 
The Ensemble's RED BACK 
BOOK collection of Scott Joplin 
rags is currently the number one 
record on the classical charts. 
The recording has been praised 
ritic Alan Rich, and a recording 
, swings irresistibly , by the N~-~­
magazine. 
The Jorda,n Hall cm1(~erts arc 
both h{'nerits for the New England 
Conservatory's fund ralsmg 
campaign. Tickets are $4 and $:~ 
with a student IO,and are on sal{' 
at th(" .Jordan Hall Box Office, 
trlellhOlw 5:Hi-2412. 
THE CATHOLIC CENTER NEWS 
Liturgies: Saturday 4:30, Sunday 
11::30 
. During the Week: 
Monday- Liturgy Group 
1l:00,Liturgy 12:00,Course on the 
Church 3:00 
Tuesday- Music Group 10:00, 
Yoga 7:00' • 
Wednesday- Liturgy 7:30 
Thursday- Faith and Values 
9:45, Yoga 7:00 
Friday - Liturgy 12:00 
Saturday, October 20 Liturgy at 
4:30. 
~O LITURGY ON SUNDAY, 
OCTOBER 21 becau§e of the long 
weekend. 
So a cycle is set up in the high 
school years. As a freshman, the 
student is blatantly intimidated: 
He accepts this, but doesn't forget 
it. His time will come in the short 
span of three years when it will be 
his turn to intimidate those 
younger than him. He realizes 
that the inferiority he felt in his 
younger years was foolish and 
unjustified. The freshman turned 
senior learns the intimidation can 
be an effective device. 
But what happens after 
graduation? If the student goes on 
to college he finds himself in a 
some what different environment. 
The confidence he once enjoyed as 
king -intimidator has been 
shattered by the fact that he is 
once again a lowly freshman. Yet, 
it seems that the student is more 
fearful than ever. The reason is 
that the student realizes that the 
responsibility of educational 
success is now on his shoulders. 
Due to the rigid degree 
requirements the student must 
conform to a role which the 
college has specified. It may not 
be his role of every member 01 
the college community. It is a 
strict, confined, educational 
nightmare in which the student 
loses; because he is forced to take 
certain courses. 
To understand the problem 
more clearly, the situation at 
Bridgewater will be viewed. It all 
starts with the Tri-Partate 
system. The student is on the 
bottom of this power system. with 
the Faculty Council in the middle, 
and the President of the college on 
top with the final say on any 
matter. Now where does in-
tim dation figure in this scheme of 
structure? Obviou~ly, where the 
student is concerned, beca use· the 
student has no voice where a voice 
is needed most. 
For quite some time students 
have been trying to take an active 
part at this school on an ad-
ministrative level. But· they are 
intimidated. The Faculty Council 
bars all students from attending . 
FOR SALE-
1964 VW Squareback wi '67 rebuilt 
engine/ new body job/ 1973 yellow 
AM - Shortwave radiol 2 spares 
Runs Good! $600 firm 
TEL: 697-8904 (Mary) 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
from Bob Wisecarver 
Hockey Team: 
The STUDENT TALENT SHOW 
A memo has been cancelled 
and the' CAR WASH 
All BSC hockey candidates are 
requested to have their physicals 
completed before Oct. 23. Practice 
begins at 4:00pm on Oct. 23, 1973. 
Crossroads Arena (Rte 24 and 106 
West Bridgewater) is BSC's Home 
Ice. 
The Orientation meeting for all 
seniors who are assigned for Off-
Campus Student Teaching is 
scheduled for 2: 30 pm on Thur-
sday, October 25th at Horace 
Mann Auditorium. 
The Bridgewa ter Child 
Developement Center, Inc. will 
hold an antique show and sale on 
October 21 from llA.M. to 8P .M. 
at the Bridgewater Vets Club on 
Rtes. 18 & 28. Proceeds go to the 
fund of the Day Care Center for 
the town. 
The Council for Exceptional 
Children is sponsoring a CAR 
WASH on Wednesday, October 24, 
in the side parking lot of Wood-
ward Hall, from 10:00 A.M. to 
3: 00 P.M., &75¢ for a clean set of 
wheels! The proceeds will go 
toward a Christmas PartS1 for the 
children at the Paul A. Dever 
State School! Support a worthy 
cause, get your car washedl ! ! 
ATTENTION! 
There 'will be a meeting of Le 
Cercle Francais on Thursday, 
October 25, at 10:00 A.M. in room 
205 of the stUdent union Plans will 
be made for the \1 pcoming events, 
and we will begin working on the 
French Club's photo-presentation 
for the gallery. New members are 
invited to attend. Refreshments 
will be served. 
crossword puzz[er.oA..-..:nsw=er;--r-:-to Puzzle No. 110 
ACROSS DOWN 
1 Bench 1 Feline sound 
4 Women's lib 2 Case for small 
tennis chamP articles 
8 Death rattle 3 Move from 
12 Use (Lat. infin.) side to side 
13 Jacob's twin 4 Barrels 
14 Arabian gulf 5 Combining 
15 Carpet form: oqual 
16 Tennis star 6 Mother.in.law 
Evonne of Ruth, et.al. 
18 Male chauvinist 7 On the throat 
tennis pro 8 Predecessor of 
20 Trading center jazz 





23 Asian country nickname 
27 Barbary -- 11 School subject 
29 Your (Fr.) lab.1 
30 Cattle center 17 Symbol: silver 
31 Symbol: selenium 19 State (ab.) 
32 Duct 22 Roman bronze 
33 Word with 24 Egyptian sun god 
sewing or spelling 25 Melville's 
34 Form of the 
. verb "to be" 
35 Burt ReYnolds, 
for one 
31 AU --- one! 
38 The Great 
Emancipator 









51 Suffix used 
to form 
feminine nouns 
52 WW /I $urrender 
site 
53 Certain Graek 
letters 
54 Word ending 




57 Dutch City 
captain 
26 Reputation 
27 Tennis star 
Arthur 
28 A noble 
29 Color 
30 Over (poet.) 
32 Pasteur's 
discovery 
33 American editor 
and author 
1863-1930 




to the abdomen 
40 Tennis flash 
Chris 




45 Wife of 
Geralnt 
46 Network 
47 Extinct bird 




Distr. by Puzzles, Inc. No. 111 II;) 
their meetings. They are afraid of 
losing self esteem by placing 
themselves on the same 
bargaining level with students? 
Unfortunate, when something 
might be accomplished. But the 
fact remains that theydon't want 
an open line of communication 
with students where i tcould do the 
most good. 
On a more immediate level is 
the problem of degree 
requirements. All students are 
forced to take courses which 
either have no bearing in their 
field or -are a poor duplication of 
previous efforts made' in high 
school. It's too bad that students 
must waste their time in this 
manner. But they do. Marks c:an 
be very intimidating at times. 
Students on the Faculty Council 
mighthelp alleviate this problem. 
So where does all this in-
timidation lead? Ultimately, it 
would follow that intimidation 
breeds intimidation; the in:" 
timidated will learn to intimidate 
others. Is this the goal of students 
at BSC! Will the basis for their 
educational communication 
between students and faculty! 
Apparently so. And if it doesn't 
stop soon, students at 
Bridgewater will help perpetuate 




classic - out of step 
. with today's 
throwaway culture. 
- Refillable cartridge, 
ballpoint or fiber tip 
marker in basic tan 
Qr navy blue. 
$1.98: not bad for a pen 
. you may use the 
rest of your life. 
::,:,:::,:::::,~:,:»:!::::::::~::::;l~:~:::::i:::::~*~::,:::r:'::::::::;:?:~::1;F~J;i*:E:~;i::~:::::::' 
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SHEAFFER. WORlD-WIDE, A tell1l'1111lcOMPANY 
Metric TilUe 
when the international standard 
will be MT the 30 hour (CT)work 
week will be a reality. Say that a 
person works 6 hours (CT) a day 
for 5 days. In MT the worker will 
work 2.50 hours a day for 5 days. 
Of course wages will be fixed at 
this dMferent level. Instead of 
making $4,00 per hour, our 
workers will eam $9.60 per hour. 
And that's without inflation." 
(from an article by Richard 
Grayson) by Jodie Bailey 
Imagine a world where there 
are 10 hours in a day instead of 24. 
The face of a watch or clock would 
have 10 digits and the hour hand 
would go around only once. This 10 
hour day is metric time(MT). 
Metric Time became a reality 
on .June 17, 1972 in Barcelona, 
Spain during the International 
Time Confer'ence where 
representatives from 87 nations 
includign the United States, 
Russia, Britian,lj'rance, and the 
two Chinas, signed an agreement 
that called for international in-
formation to be communicated in 
Metric Time. The participants in 
the conference believc" ... that all 
international understanding 
comes through cooperation so that. 
each man can better learn to live 
with his fellows." . 
John T. Wilson, director of the 
American Time Association, in a 
recent interview explained Metric 
Time and gave examples' of its 
use. 
"Metr'ic Time is simple. Much 
simpler than Conventional 
Time(CT) to understand. The 
basis of the Metric Time system is 
that the day is divided into 100,000 
s(~conds. Each of the 10 hours in a 
metric day contains 100 minutes, 
and each minute is made up of 
lOOseconds. Our present time 
system consists of S{;,400 seconds 
\~ithin U hours." 
In regard to the use of Metric 
Time in international ('vents 
Wilson says. "There were several 
1'('I)l'ese-ntatives from the In-
te1'llational Olympic Committee at 
th(' Barcelona Conference. They 
('XIH'essed a lot of intercst in !VIT. 
In fact. MI'. Av('l'Y Brundage has 
Iwen in contact with our American 
Tinlt' Association for s('vel'ul 
veal'S regarding the possibility of 
timing Olvml)ir ('vents in MT. 
"The ioe, after seeing the 
tremendous amount of illternationai 
cooperation at Barcelona, ten-
tatively agreed to time a number 
of long distance races in the 197fi 
OIymllics in MT. This will cel'-
tainly aid a great deal in hellJing 
the peoples of the world to get 
used to MT. 
"Another boost for MT comes 
from Norris and Ross McWhirter, 
the edi tors of the Guinness Book of 
World Records. 'rheyannounced, 
just after the Barcelona Con-
ference that, starting in 1973, they 
will eonvert all Conventional Time 
records to MT." 
Wilson explained the 
preparation involv~d in the 
changeover;" .. .t'epresentatives 
from the . Federal Office>' of 
Education were at the Barcelona 
Conferance. Also, we have 
weekly meetings with the office of 
Education here in Washington. 
They are drawing up nationwide 
standards that 'will probably go 
into effect around 1977. These 
standards will,be taught in eve~y 
classroom in our country." 
Wilson also explained how the 
average working 'person would be 











What will happen to all the time 
pieces we use today? 
"There will be no problem. The 
major time piece manufactures 
are planning to bring out inex-
pensive home conversion kits that 
will change any clock or watch 
from CT to MT. We've received 
notice that within the next year, 
the Westclox time plant in LaSalle 
, Illinois. will start producing a 10 
hour clock. Other time companies 
can't be far behind. 
"Switzerland is the watch 
capital of the world, and the Swiss 
being one of the signatories at the 
Barcelona Conference, have 
already started redesigning their 
watches with the metric face." 
So plan on working 2.50 hours a 
day and sleeping 3.33 hours a night 




























































SINCERITY AND SPlRIT 
The Buddy Club at BSC is 
coming of its own this year. New 
three years ago, the club and its 
members found their idealism and 
enthusiasm often blinded a 
realistic approach to some of the 
problems they had to face. This 
year, under the guidance of its 
president David Carey and vice-
president Pat Micheloplas, the 
club has been organized to 
prevent disillusionment and still 
function effectively. 
In a meeting held last night, 
David outlined the changes the 
club has undergone in the past 
year. This year the Buddy Club is 
concentrating on helping 
youngsters in the Bridgewater 
area between the ages of six and 
fourteen. Applications for the 
younsters are normally filled out 
by the parents. To prevent 
possible babysitting type 
situations new plans are being 
discussed to have a counselor, 
such as a teacher or teachers aid, 
fill out the application on behalf of 
the parents. 
Applications for membership 
to the Buddy Club has been 
changed as welL Instead of a 
massive recruitement drive, the 
club has set up a table in theupper 
lobby of the Student Union and 
will speak to interested students 
individually. By presenting the 
club in this way, the members feel 
they can give a better idea of the 
responsibilities go along with 
joining and perhaps prevent the 
future disappointment that ofte,n. 
occurs when idealism is shat-
tered. A serious applicant must 
accompany two letters of 
recommendation with his or her 
application. He is then allowed to 
pick a child, speak with the child's' 
counsellor and arrange an initial, 
BY Katie Mason 
meeting with the child. If things 
work out the Buddy carries 
through on his own by seeing the 
chiid as regular as possible, 
usually weekly. 
Speaking at last nights 
meeting, Bob Flanagan, a 
member of Youth Resources in 
Brockton, helped to reiiterate the 
seriousness of a Buddy. The 
Buddy, in helping the child, can 
aid the counselors and the parents 
as well. On the other hand, if the 
Buddy decides to abandon the 
case after a few meetings due to 
his own lack of interest, the effect 
on the child could be damaging. 
Communications within the 
club is on a monlhly level when 
outings are planned for both the 
Buddys and the kids. These 
outings are usually to museums and 
. parks and help to establish a 
social relationship for some of the 
kids(as well as the Buddys·). 
Every two or three months a 
general meeting will be called to 
talk out problems some buddys 
might have had in dealing with the 
kids. 
To date the Buddy Club has 
remained small to build a quality 
foundation. However, sincere 
students who wish to take the 
initiative of helping a local child 
can talk to a member of the club in 
their office located on the third 
floor of the S.U.Building. The 
Buddy Club is open daily from 10 
a.m. to 12 noon. 
The Buddy Club provides a 
child with a chance to view the 
world through your eyes and 
realize his own potential as a 
human. If time is abundant for 




, Sociology, Major 
***** It is not possible: to graduate as Special SG A Meeting a sociology major as a Continuing We live in an environment 
whose principal products are 
garbarge. The shined shoe it~ ~uch 
a society is a hYPOCrItIcal 
statement because it promotes the 
lie that we can thriveon garbarge 
by it. 
Studies Student. Two courses. into collecting aJl types of paper. for (required) S0400 and SO 402 are 
We are requesting that everyone all· STU' DENTS offered only to day students in the 
save their newspapers and day schooL Ihave attended this,.' 
. magazines to alleviate the amount ON ABOUT college for five and a half years, 
of, rubbish' going to the INFORMATI . including five summers.l~an not 
Bridgewater (irup p~.Bridgewater General Education Requirements graduate without the :.l~ above 
Hussell Baker 
alone bring~ eight truck loads of courses. Perhaps there are other 
trash per dclY to the dump. Working Paper students interested in ,taking 
The Biology and Earth 
(;eography Club is beginning a 
project concerning Bridge~ater 
State College and commumty. 
I~K()S i:-; a recycling project 
There will be a weekly pick-up social theory (S04oo)or methods 
of the newspapers and magazines October 23, 1973 in research (S0402) ~. 'If enough 
in each dorm every Wednesday. are interested, Cintinuing Studies 
There will be a designated area (Tuesda y, might consider offering these 
for this purpose. The papers h b courses. If interested contact me 
should he hrought to the specified 10: 00 SG A c am ers at 378-3848 anytime. Elizabeth 
area every Tuesday for pick-up . Please Attend Knights. 'aimed toward an ecologicHI im-
provement of this area. Stude~ts 
and the Bridgewater Recyelmg 
and I~nvironmental Workers 
(BH.I<~W) are working in con-
jUlldion to begin this project: 
. the next day. • ••••••••••••• i.I •••••••••••••••••••••••• .,1 Through everyone's efforts, we 
may establish a sense of well-
bei~g within the college and 
surrounding area. 
Newspapers and magazmes 
are initially being collected. 
Hopefully. within a short amount 
of Ii me we will be able to expand 
, Open Letter from 
Information and/or anyone 
interested in EKOS contact 
Valerie Naeve Ext 361 or 362 room 
~1. 
Governor Francis W. Sargent 
Dear Students: . d' ddt t d' 
I want to extend greetings and lernshlps an In epen en s u I~S 
hest wislH~S tn all of you for this in government. I hope f YO~h WIll . 
'l(,'ad(>mic yt'iU. It promises to be u take advan1ttagke 0 t' e eos
1
ee 
< <'. I tl ' I 'ghel' programs am a e an ac IV r dlallenging yt'ur, )0 1 III 11 .' lin' with 'the roblems 
NhwutiOIl and state govea·mncnt. I,n . dea ~ssachusetts ~nd the. 
The state is opening three new tac!ng M , 
thO year in natIOn. 
campuses . IS 'he We will need your help on many 
Charlestown, III Roxbu:y, and t fronts: student rights and con-
new UMass campus .m BOS~i?' fidentiality; the development of 
This has m~de pOSSIble p~ IC reasonable drug legislation; 
higher educatIOn for an addItIonal consumer protection; better care 
7()()O people. d for the mentally ill. I have just 
I am tremendously encourage a ointed a new Commissioner of 
that we have been .able to e~p?nd c~~rection __ and he, and the state 
the state's educatIOnal faCIlitIes, face the coritinuing and vital task 
1'01' it is those of you on the. camPhus of reforming our correction 
WllO llave so often prOVIded t e 
I. h' sysyem. 
energies, ideas and lead~rs Ip 1 Theseah'd 'other issues wUI 
STUDENTS! 10% Stutknt Di~count 
(Excludes Mark-Downs& 'Blue Denims) 
at 
PANTPOURRI TOPS' & JEANS 
4Broad St., ,RTE-18 Bridgewater Center 
Open Daily lOAM.-7PM. 
WED., THURS.,& F:RI. Eves. , To9PM. 
Your Shop With The Largest Selection Of 
.TEANS&TOPS AND 'ACCESSORIES' 
Largest supply of cuffed denim baggies- many styles 
for the best fit possible Also regular blue jeans, 
Hi-Rise,Low-Rise,& Junlb'o BELLS 
Present your Student I.D. to save 10% 
'Discount good 'all year necessary .. : tOr .llr;gg ... p!lP1tC,; at; J'requi re ~ concerted and COOl'-
tention to 'important Issues. Man; dina ted efforts. and I hopl' you wiII I~ ___ ._ ••••••• _ •••••••••• ____ ••••••••••• I
'of you in the p~st have. vol~n~ join us in those ('fforts. 
ft~ercd for publIc scrvICe 
, , 
THE, COMMENT. October 18 1973 
C' & 
Bears lose to South Conn State 
BRIDGEWATER- All season long 
the Bears have depended upon the 
super toe of Jose Soares for their 
offensive punch, but last Saturday 
anothel' super toe did them in. 
Southern Connecticut's Tom 
Wall booted two field goals and 
three placements as he and his 
teamates did the Bears in by a 
score of 27-0. 
The Bears are now 3-2 on the 
season as they go against Nichols 
here on Saturday, with kick-off 
scheduled for 1: 30 p.m. at Legion 
Field. Both Nichols and 
Bridgewater are undefeated in 
conference play. Nichols is 4-1 on 
the season, and just lost their first 
gaame last weekend. 
Looking forward to Saturday's 
contest, Bears coach Pete Maz-
zaferro sees a tough game for the 
Bridgewater eleven. 
"They are a fine team, arid 
we're expecting them to be tough 
in several places. They have a 
good passing game, and we'll 
have to contain that. They have 
some running backs, a solid 
defense, and a lot of momentum 
built up. Our team has some in-
juries, -bu(we're going to be ngnt 
in there. It should be a good 
contest." 
Coach Mazzaferro noted that 
this Saturday's game is the annual 
Parents' Day, when the mothers 
and fathers of the football players 
and cheerleaders are guests of 
their sons and daughters. 
Figures from last weekend's 
contest indicate that the BSC team 
gained 94 yards on the ground in 37 
carries and 79 yards passing in 18 
attempts. 
Don Childs, BSC's young 
quarterback, connected on four 
passes in 15 attempts, and 
theBears hard-running Jim 
Johnson collected 48 yards on 13 
carries. 
~he vaunted Bears defense, 
WhICh was ranked 17th in the 
na tion among small colleges last 
week by te National Association 
of Intercollegia te Athletics, 
couldn't hold the powerhouse 
offense of Southern Connecticut. 
Also, the Bears could still 
emerge as a conference title 
contender. This Saturday's game 
against Nichols could bethe key. 
DR. GLINES S~LECTED-
, Dr. Herbert E. Glines, athletic 
director at the University of 
Bridgeport, has been selected to 
serve a one-year term as p,re: 
sident of the New England College 
Athletic Conference. Dr. 
Glines, now in his 29th year as 
director of athletics at Bridgeport, 
succeeds Russell Granger, 
athletic director at Clark 
University, as head of the con-
ference, which is comprised of al1 
schools competing in in-
tercollegiate athletics in the New 
England region. It was also 
announced yesterday that Dr. 
Glines has been appointed to serve 
on the Awards and Public 
Relations committees of the 
stern Call iate A 
Conference (ECAC)" The New 
England College Conference is 
affiliated with the NCAA and the 
ECAC. Dr. Glines served as 
head basketball coach -for the 
Purple ,Knights 13 seasons and 
directed Bridgeport to three post-
season tournaments, before 
retiring from active coaching in 
1960. A 1941 graduate of the 
University of New Hampshire 
where he played football and 
basketball and lacrosse, Dr. 
Glives was twice selected All New 
England in the latter sport. He 
received his master's degree and 
doctoral degree from Columbia 
University and is now a professor 










It's a shame that most of us 
don't get to sign our work. 
Because we'd probably do it 
better. Just out of prid~. 
And that could mean better 
products and services 
for everybody. So, even if you 
don't have to sign your work, 
do the kind of work you'd 
be proud to put your name on. 
America. It only works 
as well as we do. 
The N .. ion.1 Commi .. ion on IP-ti'ilY, W .. hln~ton. o.c, 
This ad i~ the work of Orrie Frutkjn and Gavino Sanna. 
Cross ~untry 
Invitation 
The BSC cross country team 
extends an invitation to the 
college community to come to the 
Lowell State-Bridgewater State 
meet to be held on Friday, Oc-
tober 19, at 4 P.M. The starting 
line is at Great Hill Dorm and the 
finish line is behind the Student 
Union Building, opposite the 
water fountain. Presently, 
Bridgewater State is 7 and O. 
In cross country meets low 
score wins. Seven runners are 
official. The first five score points. 
The last two can displace runners 
from the other school. Each 
runner scores points according to 
his place at the finish line. THhe 
points of the first five finishes of 
each team are totaled, and the low 
score wins. 
EXAMPLE: Team A finishes 
1,3,6,7,9,10,11. Team B finishes 
2,4,5,8,12,13. Winning score 26-
Losing score 31. 
Bse Crosses out 
Nichols and Salem State 
Bridgewater's cross country 
team remains still unbeaten after 
w~ekend confrontation at Dudley 
with Nichols College and Salem 
State College. BSC showed a lot of 
depth against _ the other two 
schools, and coupled with a first 
place finish by Peter Gregory, the 
Bears won an overwhelming 
victory. 
.The 'course was a hilly 1 4..85 
mIles of rO~d, only the last mile 
was run over turf. The toughest 
piece of uphill was not more than 
150 yards from the' starting line. 
At the top of that hill Bridgewater 
was running first through fourth. 
By the end of the race two Nichols 
runners did nianage-' to ' get'" by 
most of the Bridgewater runners 
but they never did take the lead. 
The hills;~ere just loo:much for 
~alem State. They ran well early 
m the race and seemed to have 
Nichols closed in andeventtially 
squeezed out a 51 to 55 victory. 
Bridgewater had some in-
divid~any great :p'etformance~,' 
back'in the pack. Chu~k Marootta 
1. Gregory B 26:19 
2. Shaefer N " 26: 25 
3. Grimelman N 26: 55 
4. Boen B ~ 27:13 
5. McCabe B 27:21 
6. Mulloy S 27:27 
7. Chaves B 29:09 
8. Marotta B 29:09 
9. Gleason S 29:13 
10. Stuck " B -29: 19 
11. Quinn S - 29:28 
12. Haines B 29: 30 
13. Wiley N 30:20 
14. Wheeler S 30:22 
1a. Murray S 31 :01 
16. Karr B 31:26 
17. Marcus N - 31:28 
18. Blanchard N 34:10 
19. Snow S 35:09 
20. Stevens N 35: 50 
21. Ward S 37:40 
,22. kisby B 41:00 
and Ernie Chaves crOSSed the 
finish line in the dead heat. out-
sprinting a Salpm runner by four 
seconds. Wayne Stuck, despite a 
badly twisted ankle, held off a 
Salem runner, and finished tenth, 
the 6th BSC runner ,across the 
finish line. 
Bob Haines outdueled team 
mate Steve Karr to finish as the 
seventh Bridgewater runner. In 
two weeks Bridgewater will go to 
the Mass. State College Athletic I 
Conference Championship and 
only seven runners will go in of-
ficially. Haines and Karr will 
battle it out for the final official 
spot. 
Bridgewater State College is 
home for the final time in this 1973 
season on Friday, October 19,1973 
. at 4PM IN THE meet against 
Lowell State College. BSC's 
runners will be out to extend their 
record t08 wins and 0 losses. 
Results: Bridgewater at Nichols 
with Salem State 4.85 miles-Score: 





JF.eehe"1ls. presentB:S.(;. , I.D. 
Admission --'1.00 
UVE ENTERTAINMENT 
Wednes~ay is Ladies ·Night 
96 Ames ST. Brockton 
off N. Main or Montello' Sts. 
588-2568 
t, 
fl1educed rates on Ladies' drinks) 
Coming October 30 
Everyday People 
